
Ocean Manicure 45 minutes 
This classic treatment includes a nourishing hand treatment with 
aromatic oils. Nail treatment includes cleaning, shaping and 
polishing of the nails with a selection of vegan nail polishes for 
application.

OH! Spa Manicure  60 minutes 
This relaxing treatment begins with a gentle exfoliation using a 
rich scrub, followed by a warm paraffin application and hydrating 
massage of the hands. Nail trimming and shaping is followed by 
polish application with a selection from our vegan Spa Ritual 
Polish. 

Gentlemen’s Manicure 30 minutes 
This classic treatment includes a conditioning hand soak 
followed by full exfoliation of the hands, a nourishing balm  
massaged into the skin, and cleaning, shaping and buffing  
of the nails.

Shellac Polish Application Upgrade 
Enjoy the long-lasting effects of a shellac gel polish, which 
can last up to 14 days with vibrant color and gloss. Add to any 
manicure or pedicure. Shellac polish application upgrade 
includes shellac polish removal if required. 

Ocean Pedicure 60 minutes 
This classic treatment begins with a soak in a warm sea mineral 
foot bath, followed by a full exfoliation of the feet with our 
seasonal sugar scrub and completed with cleaning, shaping and 
polishing of the nails.

OH! Spa Pedicure 75 minutes 
Like our OH! Spa  Manicure, this treatment begins with a gentle 
exfoliation using a Moroccan Oil buff, followed by a warm 
paraffin application and hydrating massage. A cleaning and 
shaping of your choice is followed by polish application.

Gentlemen’s Pedicure 45 minutes 
This classic treatment begins with a soak in a warm sea mineral 
foot bath, followed by a full exfoliation of the feet with our 
seasonal sugar scrub and is completed with cleaning and shaping 
of the nails.

Nail Treatments
Fresh, Pampering, Invigorating & Soothing. Our nail salon uses both seasonal harvest and ocean based ingredients.



Ladies Cut and Style $115 +

The OH! Salon delivers to our guests signature personalized services from classic cuts to modern color through 
our team of highly trained stylists. Come experience the unique blending of your own personal style and our 
unparalleled service in our elegant, intimate salon.

OH! Salon Services

Gentlemen’s Cut and Style $75 + Wash and Style $65 +

Color Menu Treatments

One Step Ammonia Free Color 

Double Process Ammonia  

Free Color

$85  

 

$165 

Partial Highlights 

Full Highlights

$115 

$165 

Customized Hair &  

Scalp Treatments

 

$95 

Bridal and Special Events pricing 

upon consultation

Prices are subject to change. For your convenience, a 20% service charge will be applied to each service which includes the gratuity for your stylist.


